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Risk Control Description

Max Daily Notional

Can be configured per FIX 

session or across multiple 

sessions for a given client. 

Total daily notional amounts

exceeding this limit will be 

rejected.

Max Order Notional

Order notional amounts 

exceeding this limit will be 

rejected.

Max Order Quantity
Order quantities exceeding this 

limit will be rejected.

Clearly Erroneous /

Limit Price Checks

Limit price check for orders to 

prevent clearly erroneous 

executions. If the order limit 

price is a certain percentage of 

a threshold away from the last 

bid/offer of the security, the 

order will be rejected.

Price thresholds are defined as:

x < $1 - 75%

$1.00 <= x < $10.00 - 50%

x >= $10 - 20%

OATS/ACT

LAST MARKET

MPID: BNPX

MIC: BNPC

Clearing Firm: 2174

1. Q Does Cortex ATS support pre trade risk control checks?

A Yes, please see the risk controls supported by Cortex ATS.

2. Q How does Cortex ATS match orders?

A Cortex ATS matches orders based on strict price/time prioritization, subject to crossing restrictions. 

See question 18 for an example.

3. Q What order types does Cortex ATS support?

A Cortex ATS executes Market & Limit orders at or within the NBBO. 

4. Q What time in force modes does Cortex ATS support?

A Day & IOC

5. Q What pegging instructions does Cortex ATS support?

A Market Peg (peg to the far touch), Midpoint Peg (peg to midpoint) and Primary Peg (peg to the near 

touch).

6. Q Does Cortex ATS support odd lot orders?

A Yes, Cortex ATS supports odd lot orders. Participants may use FIX based Min Qty functionality as 

described in question 17.

7. Q How does Cortex ATS handle priced limit orders?

A Cortex ATS must comply with Rule 612 of Regulation NMS. In other words, orders routed to Cortex 

ATS in securities priced >=$1 with more than 2 decimal places will be rejected. Cortex ATS will also 

reject orders in securities priced <$1 with more than 4 decimal places.

8. Q How does Cortex ATS support the RegNMS Sub-Penny Rule in the Matching Engine?

A For orders in securities priced >= $1 USD, having strike prices with more than 2 decimal places, 

Cortex ATS will round the Strike Price as follows in the Matching Engine: Buys will round down to two 

decimal places; and Sells will round up to two decimal places. 

For orders in securities priced < $1 USD, the Strike Price is limited to 4 decimal places, Cortex ATS 

will round the Strike Price as follows in the Matching Engine: Buys will round down to four decimal 

places; and Sells will round up to four decimal places.
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9. Q How will Cortex ATS handle the following scenario?:NBB = $12.38 | $12.39 = NBO

A Order B’s Strike Price will be rounded in compliance to the RegNMS-Sub-Penny Rule, please refer to Question 8.

At 11:07am, Order C) arrives as a Sell Market Peg Order. Order C will cross with Order A with a cross price of $12.38, based on the strict price/time priority 

subject to crossing restrictions in Cortex ATS.

10. Q Do you provide equal price improvement or preference the supplier/taker? Please provide an example.

A Full price improvement will be given to the liquidity taker. The taker is defined as the last order to arrive in a cross.

11. Q Does Cortex ATS match orders during a locked market?

A By default, Cortex ATS does not allow matching during a locked market. Considering the Limit Down/Limit Up Regulation, Cortex ATS supports functionality 

to allow matching during 1) a locked market where the NBB = NBO or 2) matching when either the NBB = LU OR NBO = LD. The default configuration for each 

participant for settings 1) and 2) will be not to match. Please contact us for additional information on this feature.

12. Q Does Cortex ATS support anti‐internalization?

A Yes. Please let us know if you would like additional information on this feature.

13. Q Does Cortex ATS support cancel‐on‐disconnect?

A Yes. This feature is applied by default.

14. Q How many orders per second can Cortex ATS support?

A Cortex ATS is designed to withstand 2,000 orders per second per FIX session before latency degradation becomes obvious.

Order Details Strike Price

Order A) Buy Near-Touch Peg Order arrives at 10:05am. $12.38

Order B) Buy Midpoint Peg Order arrives at 10:06am. $12.385, rounded to $12.38

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

NBBO: 10.00 x 10.01 

Order 1: Resting B 5,000 shares @ $10.00 

Order 2: Marketable S 5,000 shares @ $10.00 

Order 1 Execution : 5,000 @ $10.00

Order 2 Execution : 5,000 @ $10.00

NBBO : 10.00 x 10.01

Order 1 : Resting B 1,000 shares MIDPOINT PEG 

Order 2 : Marketable S 1,000 shares @ $10.00 

Order 1 Execution : 1,000 @ $10.005

Order 2 Execution : 1,000 @ $10.005

NBBO : 10.00 x 10.01

Order 1 : Resting B 3,000 shares @ $10.01

Order 2 : Marketable S 3,000 shares @ $10.00 

Order 1 Execution : 3,000 @ $10.01

Order 2 Execution : 3,000 @ $10.01
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15. Q What is the matching engine round‐trip time?

A Including all pre‐trade risk controls, the matching engine is typically about 150μs to process a new order and supply an acknowledgement.

16. Q Does the Cortex ATS support drop copy sessions?

A Yes. Additionally Cortex ATS can roll up all executions from multiple sessions into a single drop copy session.

17. Q Is minimum quantity supported by Cortex ATS?How is minimum quantity interpreted and executed in Cortex ATS?

A Yes. For example, an order to B 1000 with a MinQty= 500 can only be executed against a S order with an ordered quantity of 500 or greater. The B order will 

not execute against five 100 share orders on the book.

a. Q Does Cortex ATS accept Min Qty on ‘New’ and ‘Cxl/Replace’?

A Yes, for both.

b. Q What if the ‘New’ order does not contain ‘MinQty’, and subsequently the order is ‘Cxl/Replace’ with the ‘MinQty’ included?

A The ‘Cxl/Replace’ will be accepted, ‘MinQty’will be processed.

c. Q What if the ‘New’ order does contain ‘MinQty’,and subsequently the order is ‘Cxl/Replace’ with the ‘MinQty’ excluded?

A The ‘Cxl/Replace’ will be accepted, ‘MinQty’will be excluded.

d. Q How will Cortex ATS handle a request to ‘Cancel/Replace’ an order that is partially filled, where ‘MinQty’ > ‘OrderQty’?

A Cancel replace is accepted and MinQty is set to LeavesQuantity.

e. Q How will Cortex ATS handle a request to ‘Cancel/Replace’ an order that is partially filled order, where ‘MinQty’ = ‘Order Qty?

A Cancel replace is accepted and MinQty is set to LeavesQuantity.

f. Q How will Cortex ATS handle an partially filled order, when the ‘LeavesQty’ < ‘MinQty’?

A By default, the ‘MinQty’ will be reset to equal ‘LeavesQty’ and will cross with any opposite side order equal or greater than ‘LeavesQty’. Clients can choose to 

have their orders cancelled back when LeavesQty becomes less than the MinQty, contact cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com to make this change.

g. Q Can a rule be created to automatically apply a MinQty to one or more of the counterparty groups described in Q21?

A Yes, please contact cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com to request this feature.

h. Q If a MinQty / Counterparty rule is in place and an order also includes a MinQty parameter, which takes precedence?

A Where the rule specifies a MinQty, it takes precedence over the MinQty parameter on the order.

18. Q How will Cortex ATS handle orders priced outside of the LULD Bands? How will Cortex ATS handle RegNMS(NBBO) and LULD?

A Cortex ATS will continue to accept limit orders priced outside LULD bands but will not cross outside the bands. For pegged orders, Cortex ATS will replace all 

current references to NBB/O with:

Adjusted NBB = Max(NBB, Limit Down)Adjusted NBO = Min(NBO, Limit Up)

This will result in the following behavior under these market conditions:

mailto:cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com
mailto:cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com
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a. Normal Condition (NBB>=LD and NBO<=LU): Matching will occur as prior to LULD

b. Limit state (NBB=LU or NBO=LD): Orders will match at LU or LD, if the client has chosen to participate in a ‘LU/LD locked market’. Refer to question 12.

c. Straddle – Two types of scenarios:

LU straddle (NBO>LU and NBB<LU and NBB>=LD): Orders will match at or within NB Band LU (i.e. NBO is replaced by LU)

LD straddle (NBB<LD and NBO > LD and NBO<=LU): Orders will match at or within LD and NBO (i.e. NBB is replaced by LD)

d. Super straddle (NBB<LD and NBO>LU): Orders will match between LD and LU

e. NBBO Outside bands – (NBO<LD or NBB>LU): No matching, as this scenario should not occur.

19. Q Does Cortex ATS utilize direct market data feeds?

A Cortex ATS uses direct exchange feeds as the primary source of NBBO for all protected quotes. The Securities Information Processor (SIP) feeds are used 

as a secondary source of NBBO and for regulatory status.

20. Q Does Cortex ATS support sending liquidity flags on fills?

A For direct Liquidity Partner connections to the ATS:

- Yes, liquidity flags are enabled by default in tag 851 (1 = Add, 2 = Remove)

21. Q What are the general group definitions in Cortex ATS?

1. Principal: BNP Paribas Securities Corp. acting as principal

2. Agency: Agency client flow routed to Cortex ATS via algorithms or Smart Order Routers (SOR), where the SOR determines the route to Cortex ATS or where 

the SOR is directed to route to Cortex ATS by an algorithm. This category also includes situations involving External Subscribers that are an Institutional Client 

of BNP Paribas Securities Corp. and are using a 3rd party ATS aggregation or Dark Liquidity smart order routing service and where the identity of the External 

Subscriber is fully disclosed to BNP Paribas Securities Corp. 

The following three counterparty types include External Subscribers directing orders to the ATS via FIX connectivity to the BDO’s low-latency Direct Market 

Access platform or its Smart Order Router, and Liquidity Partners who route via direct FIX connectivity to the ATS.

3. Direct Low: Agency orders routed directly to Cortex ATS by External Subscribers deemed by BNP Paribas Securities Corp. to have low average price reversion.

4. Direct Medium: Agency orders routed directly to Cortex ATS by External Subscribers deemed by BNP Paribas Securities Corp. to have medium average price 

reversion.

5. Direct High: Agency orders routed directly to Cortex ATS by External Subscribers deemed by BNP Paribas Securities Corp. to have high average price 

reversion.

22. Q What counterparty matching options are available?

A All Subscribers may opt out of interacting with counterparty group 1. Subscribers in groups 2-4 may additionally opt out of interacting with any group ranked 

higher than their group ranking. Subscribers in group 5 may only opt out of interacting with counterparty group 1.

23. Q How is reversion determined?

A Price reversion is determined by the notional weighted average midpoint to midpoint price movement after execution over a defined time interval.
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24. Q Can I opt out of interacting with counterparties by name?

A No, directly opting out of counterparties by name is not available.

25. Q Are the counterparty assignments subject to review?

A Yes, counterparty assignments are subject to periodic review. Based on changes in historical trading activity, a counterparty may be re-assigned to a different 

counterparty group.

26. Q Will my counterparty assignment be disclosed to me?

A Yes, initial counterparty assignment and any subsequent changes are disclosed to the affected counterparty.

27. Q What are the operating hours for Cortex ATS?

A Cortex ATS ATS will start to accept orders at 8:00. Matching occurs between 9:30am and 4:00pm. Cortex ATS will not match orders in a symbol until the 

symbol is open on its primary exchange.

28. Q Are post-trade or counterparty group interaction reports available for Cortex ATS?

A Yes, please contact cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com for information.

29. Q Does Cortex ATS provide a real time feed to any systems?

A Cortex ATS provides a real time feed to the Cortex Smart Order Router of the aggregate quantity available at the NBBO and the Midpoint of the NBBO. Only 

the aggregate quantity is provided without price. This is only available to the Cortex Smart Order Router. This is the only real time feed that Cortex ATS 

provides.

30. Q How are trades in Cortex ATS reported? 

A Users receiving executions are automatically notified of fills or partial fills by Cortex ATS. If a day order expires without being fully or partially filled, the User 

submitting that order receives a “nothing done” report. All orders matched by Cortex ATS are reported to the Nasdaq Trade Reporting Facility (“TRF”) in 

accordance with applicable regulations.

31. Q: How does Cortex ATS handle trading during a regulatory halt? 

A During a regulatory halt, Cortex ATS will accept day orders but not execute trades, and will accept IOC orders but will immediately cancel them back to the 

User. BNP Paribas Securities Corp. retains sole discretion to suspend trading in a given symbol at any time for any reason. Symbols that are suspended from 
trading in the Cortex ATS are included in the Stopped Symbol List, which is maintained on the Cortex ATS public website. 

32. Q: Where can I find information regarding Cortex ATS trading volume and other statistics?

A Cortex ATS trading volume and other trading statistics can be found online at http://globalmarkets.cib.bnpparibas/cortex-ats. These statistics include 

information pertaining to the use of Cortex ATS by smart order routers and BNP Paribas Securities Corp‘s algorithms.

33. Q: Does Cortex ATS utilize indications of interest (IOIs) or conditional orders? 

A No, Cortex ATS does not communicate any IOIs or conditional orders based on User orders. 

mailto:cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com
http://globalmarkets.cib.bnpparibas/cortex-ats
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34. Q: Are any affiliates Users of Cortex ATS? 

A Yes. The firm’s affiliates, BNP Paribas Arbitrage SNC, BNP Paribas Securities Asia Ltd and BNP Paribas S.A., are Users of Cortex ATS. They are offered the 

same access and services as unaffiliated Users.

35. Q: Does BNP Paribas Securities Corp. allow for clients to colocate with Cortex ATS?

A Cortex ATS does not support colocation with any of its clients. Cortex ATS is hosted in the NY4 Data Center in Secaucus, N.J. Cross-connections to Cortex 

ATS in NY4 are available to all clients by request and subsequent review and approval by BDO’s Cortex ATS Working Group.

For more detailed information regarding the operation of the Cortex ATS, please see the link to our ATS-N filing at http://globalmarkets.cib.bnpparibas/cortex-ats

CONTACT
Cortex Equities Americas

cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com

+1-212-841-3600

http://globalmarkets.cib.bnpparibas/cortex-ats
mailto:cortex.equities.amrs@bnpparibas.com
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Legal Notice: This document is CONFIDENTIAL AND FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY; it constitutes a marketing communication and has been prepared by a Sales and Marketing function

within BNP Paribas and/or its subsidiaries or affiliates (collectively “we” or “BNP Paribas”). As a confidential document it is submitted to selected recipients only and it may not be made available (in

whole or in part) to any other person without BNP Paribas’ written consent.

This document is not a recommendation to engage in any action, does not constitute or form any part of any offer to sell or issue and is not a solicitation of any offer to purchase any financial

instrument, nor shall it or any part of it nor the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or investment decision. To the extent that any transaction is

subsequently entered into between the recipient and BNP Paribas, such transaction will be entered into upon such terms as may be agreed by the parties in the relevant documentation.

The information contained in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is no guarantee of the accuracy, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose of

such information or that such information has been independently verified by BNP Paribas or by any person. None of BNP Paribas, its members, directors, officers, agents or employees accepts any

responsibility or liability whatsoever or makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information, or any opinions based thereon, contained in this

document and it should not be used in place of professional advice. Additional information may be provided on request, at our discretion. Any scenarios, assumptions, historical or simulated

performances, indicative prices or examples of potential transactions or returns are included for illustrative purposes only. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investors may get back

less than they invested. BNP Paribas gives no assurance that any favourable scenarios described are likely to happen, that it is possible to trade on the terms described herein or that any potential

returns illustrated can be achieved. This document is current as at the date of its production and BNP Paribas is under no obligation to update or keep current the information herein. In providing this

document, BNP Paribas offers no investment, financial, legal, tax or any other type of advice to, and has no fiduciary duty towards, recipients. Certain strategies and/or potential transactions discussed

in this document may involve the use of derivatives which may be complex in nature and may give rise to substantial risks, including the risk of total or partial loss of any investment or losses without

limitation and which should only be undertaken by those with the requisite knowledge and experience. BNP Paribas makes no representation and gives no warranty as to the results to be obtained from

any investment, strategy or transaction, or as to whether any strategy, security or transaction described herein may be suitable for recipients’ financial needs, circumstances or requirements. Recipients

must make their own assessment of strategies, securities and/or potential transactions detailed herein, using such professional advisors as they deem appropriate. BNP Paribas accepts no liability for

any direct or consequential losses arising from any action taken in connection with or reliance on the information contained in this document even where advised of the possibility of such losses.

As an investment bank with a wide range of activities, BNP Paribas may face conflicts of interest and you should be aware that BNP Paribas and/or any of its affiliates may be long or short, for their

own account or as agent, in investments, transactions or strategies referred to in this document or related products before the material is published to clients and that it may engage in transactions in a

manner inconsistent with the views expressed in this document, either for their own account or for the account of their clients. Additionally, BNP Paribas may have acted as an investment banker or

may have provided significant advice or investment services to companies or in relation to investments mentioned in this document. The information in this document is not intended for distribution to,

or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction where (a) the distribution or use of such information would be contrary to law or regulations, or (b) BNP Paribas or a BNP Paribas affiliate would

become subject to new or additional legal or regulatory requirements. Persons in possession of this document should inform themselves about possible legal restrictions and observe them accordingly.

Each fiduciary of a pension, profit-sharing or other employee benefit plan subject to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”) (a “Plan”), should consider the

fiduciary standards of ERISA in the context of the Plan’s particular circumstances before authorizing any investment. Accordingly, among other factors, the fiduciary should consider whether an

investment would satisfy the prudence and diversification requirements of ERISA and would be consistent with the documents and instruments governing the Plan. The U.S. Department of Labor has

issued five prohibited transaction class exemptions (“PTCEs”) that may provide exemptive relief for direct or indirect prohibited transactions resulting from the purchase or holding of financial products.

Those class exemptions are PTCE 96-23 (for certain transactions determined by in-house asset managers), PTCE 95-60 (for certain transactions involving insurance company general accounts), PTCE

91-38 (for certain transactions involving bank collective investment funds), PTCE 90-1 (for certain transactions involving insurance company separate accounts) and PTCE 84-14 (for certain

transactions determined by independent qualified professional asset managers). Due to the complexity of these rules and the penalties that may be imposed upon persons involved in non-exempt

prohibited transactions, it is particularly important that fiduciaries or other persons considering purchases on behalf of or with “plan assets” of any Plan consult with their counsel regarding the

availability of exemptive relief.

The information in this document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction where (a) the distribution or use of such information would be contrary to law or

regulations, or (b) BNP Paribas or a BNP Paribas affiliate would become subject to new or additional legal or regulatory requirements.

This document is intended only for those defined under U.S. securities laws as "institutional Investors" and/or "major institutional investors". Securities transactions with BNP Paribas that result from the

provision of this document will be effected by or through BNP Paribas Securities Corp., a U.S. registered broker-dealer and member of FINRA, the New York Stock Exchange and other principal

exchanges.

© BNP Paribas. All rights reserved.

BNP Paribas Securities Corp., an affiliate of BNP Paribas, is a U.S. registered broker-dealer and a member of FINRA, the NYSE and other principal exchanges. Securities products offered by BNP

Paribas Securities Corp. are not FDIC insured, are not bank deposits or bank guaranteed, and are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of the principal invested.


